Our vision: every student in every school opportunity
Why is computer science important?

1. Computer science leads to economic opportunity and the best careers

2. Computer science is foundational for every child, regardless of career

3. Computer science can help make school fun again
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\[ a^2 + b^2 = c^2 \]
What subjects do students like “a lot”?

Students enjoy computer science and the arts the most!
This isn’t just an idea or an opportunity without results.

It’s a global, teacher-led movement.
In just 4 years...

- Over 120 school districts have embraced CS, including NYC, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami, Las Vegas, Houston, Broward, SF, Oakland
- 60,000 teachers have attended workshops to teach CS.
- Over 25% of all U.S. students have begun coding.
- 31 states have changed policy and begun embracing computer science.
- 13 countries have changed curriculum to add computer science, with $1B in funding towards the effort.
- This is thanks to you, America’s educators.

@TeachCode | #TeachCode